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4Part II - Body of Thesis.
Introduction:
-
If we accept the point of view that democratic super-
vision is a matter of constructive, co-operative leadership
for the improvement of teaching, then we are willing to
grant that the two most significant phases of supervisory-
work:, are:-
(A) diagnostic and (B) remedial.
A. Diagnostic phase :
-
The writer's experience of several years in supervision
of geography teaching in the elementary and Junior high
school grades has led to the conviction that the following
types show some of the outstanding weaknesses of geography
teaching. These weaknesses were revealed by careful
diagnosis as the result of:-
a. Weekly supervisory visits of geography lessons
in three large districts, of teachers of grades four to
eight inclusive.
b. The varied types of appeals for aid from visiting
teachers as the result of much visitation#
1. Original list :
The following is a list of twenty-five outstanding
weaknesses of geography teaching revealed by the supervision
of the writer. Those sometimes finding difficult situations
and needing help are:-
c
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a. Teachers who do not build their geography teaching upon
the observations and experiences of their children because
they do not understand fully the psychology of the learning
process as applied to geography.
b. Teachers who do not keep their geography vitally up to
date by correlating it with current events.
c. Teachers who use the same technique of teaching for all
phases of geography.
d. Teachers who consider the results of geography tests as
the important end in teaching.
e. Teachers who fail to realize the citizenship possibilities
in geography teaching.
f. Teachers who fail to base the motivation of geography on
the interests of their children.
g. Teachers who fail to understand the importance of visual
eoucation in geography.
h. Teachers who fail to arouse democratic co-operative
activities of children in their geography work.
i. Teachers who fail to realize the relative values of
geographic subject matter content.
j • Teachers who fail to stimulate a genuine interest in
geography on the part of the children.
k. Teachers who fail to make provision for individual
differences in the work of their pupils in geography.
1. Teachers who fail to make the best educative use of all
possible geographic aids, materials and equipment.
m. Teachers who give little or no thought to the accomplish-
ment of the ma^or aims of education through geography teaching.
c
n. Teachers who neglect to make a careful selection of
worth-while problems for the "thinking through" phases of
geography.
o. Teachers who fail to realize the possibilities of the
appreciation technique as applied to certain aspects of
geography.
p. Teachers who make no provision for excursion or field
work in geography.
q. Teachers who do not utilize the many possible contri-
butions of geography in its correlations with other subjects.
r. Teachers who cannot read into their courses of study
possibilities of linking the work with real life situations.
s. reachers who overemphasize the drill method in
geography.
t. Teachers who do not understand the true purpose of
supervised study in geography.
u. Teachers who fail to have their children interpret world
geography through home geography.
v. Teachers who fail to secure the most worthwhile concom-
itantsfas tolerance, sympathy, etc.) through geography teaching
w. Teachers who fail to keep in mind the aesthetic side
of geography.
x. Teachers who fail to realize the rightful place of the
project in geography work.
y. Teachers who fail to make a practical application of
geography to the daily lives of children of different ages.
Doubtless there is some overlapping of weaknesses and
difficult situations for teachers in this classification of
teacher types, yet in the viewpoint of the writer, many of
v.
7these shortages can be differentiated clearly and an honest
performance of the supervisor's diagnostic function reveals
or at least indicates their existence.
2. Revised list .
The following in the opinion of the writer is a con-
centrated list of the twenty most outstanding weaknesses of
geography teaching. The list was revised and reduced to
twenty by the continued and intensive supervision on the part
of the writer extending over a period of a year;
Teachers who do not build their geography teaching upon
the observation and experiences of their children.
Teachers who do not keep their geography vitally up to
date by correlating it with current events.
Teachers who use the same technique of teaching for all
phases of geography.
Teachers who consider the results of geography tests as
the important end in teaching.
Teachers who fail to realize the citizenship possibilities
in geography teaching.
Teachers who fail to base the motivation of geography on
the interests of their children.
Teachers who fail to understand the importance of visual
education in geography.
Teachers who fail to arouse democratic co-operative
activities of children in their geography work.
Teachers who fail to realize the relative values of
geographic subject matter* content
.
Teachers who fail to make provision for individual diff-
erences in the work of their pupils in geography.
Teachers who give little thought to the accomplishment of
the major aims of education through geography teaching.
Teachers who fail to realize the possibilities of the
appreciation technique as appliec to certain aspects of
geography.
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Teachers who do not utilize the many possible contri-
butions of geography in its correlation with other subjects.
Teachers who overemphasize the drill method in geography.
Teachers who do not understand the true ] urpose of super-
vised study in geography.
Teachers who fail to secure the most worthwhile concomi-
tants (as tolerance, sympathy, etc.) through geography teaching.
Teachers who fail to keep in mind the aesthetic side of
geography.
Teachers who make no provision for excursion or field work
in geography.
Teachers who fail to realize the rightful place of the
project in geography work.
Teachers who fail to have their children interpret world
geography through home geography.
3. Validated list .
The preceding revised list of twenty 7/eaknesses, represent-
ing the opinion of the writer, was validated by submitting it
to a group of twenty-five teachers in various parts of the
state of Massachusetts. The group comprised geography instruct-
ors in teacher- training institutions, including Teachers
Colleges and Tormal Schools, and also teachers of educational
method and also classroom teachers of geography. The follow-
ing is a copy of the paper submitted to these teachers.
i
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Please number the following statements in the order
that you consider that they represent the most outstanding
weaknesses of geography teaching.
Teachers who do not build their geography teaching upon the
observation and experiences of their children.
Teachers who do not keep their geography vitally up to date by
correlating it with current events.
Teachers who use the same technique of teaching for all phases
of geography.
Teachers who consider the results of geography tests as the
important end in teaching.
Teachers who fail to realize the citizenship possibilities in
geography teaching.
Teachers who fail to base the motivation of geography on the
interests of their children.
Teachers who fail to understand the importance of visual educa-
tion in geography.
Teachers who fail to arouse democratic co-operative activities
of children in their geography work.
Teachers who fail to realize the relative values of geographic
subject matter content.
Teachers who fail to make provision, for individual differences
in the work of their children in geography.
Teachers who give little thought to the accomplishment of the
major aims of education through geography teaching.
Teachers who fail to realize the possibilities of the appreciation
technique as applied to certain aspects of geography.
Teachers who do not utilize the many possible contributions of
geography in its correlation with other subjects.
Teachers who overemphasize the drill method in geography.
Teachers who do not understand the true purrose of supervised
study in geography.
Teachers who fail to secure the most worthwhile concomitants (as
tolerance, sympathy, etc. ) through geography teaching.
Teachers who fail to keep in mind the aesthetic side of geography
Teachers who make no provision for excursion or field work in
geography.
Teachers who fail to realize the rightful place of the project in
geography work.
Teachers who fail to have their children interpret world geography
through home geography.
cc
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Twenty-five papers were returned and the list is now
reduced to the ten outstanding weaknesses listed in the order
of frequency of occurrence.
1. Teachers who do not build their geography teaching upon
the observation and experiences of their children.
2. Teachers who fail to base the motivation of geography on
the interests of their children.
c. Teachers who use the same technique of teaching for all
phases of geography.
4. Te&chers who overemphasize the drill method in geography.
5. Teachers who consider the results of geography tests as
the important end in teaching.
6. Teachers who fail to realize the citizenship possibilities
in geography teaching.
7. Teachers who do not keep their geography vitally up to
date by correlating it with current events.
8. Teachers who fail to make provision, for individual
differences in the work of their pupils in geography.
9. Teachers who fail to understand the importance of visual
education in geography.
10. Teachers who fail to realize the possibilities of the
appreciation technique as ayplied to certain aspects of
geography.
<-
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B. Remedial phase .
With cor.structive remedial possibilities in mind the
writer worked out the following studies in geography method.
Study number one .
1. A study of the motivation vs. fact method in teaching
geography.
The problem of the experiment was to contrast the results
obtained by the fact method of teaching geography with the
results obtained by the motivated method of teaching geography.
The problems of the experiment were: (1) to find fact
precipitate resulting from the two methods; (c) to find appli-
cation precipitate resulting from the two methods. The
children taught by these two methods were tested: (a) at the
cloce of the work; (b) at a period two weeks later; (c) one
month later.
The ultimate purpose of the experiment was to try to
improve the teaching of geography in the light of the con-
clusions reached from the testing of results by contrasting
the two methods.
The procedure was as follows: The subjects tested were two
eighth-grade classes of girls in a city Junior High School.
These classes //ere of equal rating, in so far as judgment of
teachers, supplemented by the results of intelligence tests,
could make them. The girls were also of parallel ages. These
two eighth-grade classes had received identical training in
seventh-grade geography and had received parallel previous
training in geography in grades 4, 5, and 6.
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The time devoted to the teaching periods for this test
was identical for the two classes. Four thirty-minute
periods of one week's geography time plus one thirty-minute
study period were given to each class for teaching the sub-
ject material for this test. The same week was used for
both classes, so that all external conditions were the same.
The time devoted to the testing of results for this
experiment was identical for the two classes. Each class
was tested by two fact tests, each fifteen minutes in length,
at the close of the teaching period. These were followed
the next day by two application tests, each thirty minutes
in length, for each class. These four tests for each class
were repeated two weeks later and again one month later.
There was no reference in class to the tests or to the
subject material taught during the intervals of two weeks
or of one month. The two classes tested were always tested
on the same days and usually on successive periods to pre-
vent any possible irregularities. As there were seventy-one
girls in the two classes ana each girl was tested twelve
timea, there were 852 test papers examined in reaching final
conclusions.
The teacher was the same for both classes. The same
geography room was used by both classes, making the same equip-
ment and resources available. The geography equipment and
resources were used more, however, by the class taught by the
motivated method.
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At this point the similarity of teaching conditions
ended, for the two classes were taught by different methods.
The fact method was used in teaching and drilling class F,
while the motivated method was used In teaching class M.
Regarding the sub j ect material taught, the region, Chile,
was the same for both classes. The amount of geographic in-
formation varied, however, with the two classes. Class J? was
taught from the textbook forty connected facts about Chile,
while class M spent the same amount of time working out worth-
while geographic principles applicable to the region of Chile.
The reasonsfor the selection of Chile for the material of
the experiment were: (1) because it was a type of region very
different from those we were studying; (2) because it was a
country that we need not refer to for a period of a month or
more unless absolutely necessary; and (3) because the subject
matter of Chile in one of our textbooks could be analyzed
easily into forty definite facts.
The method of approach and attack with these two lines of
teaching in the two classes was very different. With class F
a certain number of definite facts were taught and explained
each day. The previous facts learned on preceding days were
reviewed each day. The total number of forty facts were re-
viewed the last day. The facts as reviewed each day were given
in the same phraseology as that in which they were learned.
With class I»I interest was aroused by current newspaper
items of an earthquake in Chile. Several items were presented
by pupils. Interest was stimulated by anxious curiosity con-
cerning any possible earthquakes in the United States. Interest
was maintained by comparisons concerning earthquakes in San
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Francisco and in Chile. Interest was enlivened by curiosity
concerning other comparisons between our Pacific Coast and
Chile. The work of the week was motivated through:
1. Children's interests in current happenings
in Chile.
2. Curiosity concerning Chile.
3. Desire to find out more about the life of
the people in Chile.
4. A need of solving the -problem : "How is Chile
like our Pacific Coast?"" The problem origin-
ated with the children under the guidance of
the teacher.
At the close of the teaching of geography for that week,
the tests .vere the same for both classes.
PACT TESTS
The first fact test consisted of questions concerning
twenty facts selected from the original forty. The language
used in the questions was similar to the language used in the
learning of the facts. These questions admitted of one word
only for each answer.
The s econd fact test consisted of questions concerning many
of the same twenty facts but with different wording. Each of
these tests were of fifteen minutes duration. In the correction
of these answers any word that answered the question truthfully
was accepted.

First Pact Test
(Words of book followed closely)
1. Chile is on which slope of the Andes?
2. A low range of mountains extends along what
part of Chile?
3. What region of Chile is between the coast
mountains and the Andes?
4. What kind of soil in the central valley of
Chile?
5. In what part of Chile have the largest cities
been built?
6. What is the capital city of Chile?
7. northern Chile is in what zone?
8. Southern Chile is in what zone?
9. What is the condition of rainfall in northern
Chile?
10. What is the condition of rainfall in southern
Chile?
11. What is the most important industry of Chile?
12. What is the most important mineral of Chile?
13. What is the second most important industry in
Chile?
14. In southern part of valley what kind of fruits
raised?
15. Trade with United States increased by opening
of what canal?
16. What is the principal seaport of Chile?
17. what is the second seaport of Chile?
18. What is the principal shipping point for
nitrate?
19. What is the most southern city of the world?
20. Rear what strait is this city?
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Second Fact Test
(Wording changed somewhat)
1. What country is Chile's neighbor on the east?
2. What mountains separate Chile from Argentina?
3. What part of Chile did Spaniards call Valley of
Paradise?
4. In what part of Chile have the most cities been
built?
5. In what part of Chile has it been easiest to
build railroads?
6. In what part of Chile did Chileans build their
capital city?
7. What part of Chile has a temperate climate?
8. In what part of Chile is it summer when we have
winter?
9. Id what part of Chile is irrigation not needed?
10. Is mining or farming more important in Chile?
11. Of the following, which is most valuable mineral
to Chile: gold, silver, copper, iron, nitrate,
or coal?
12. On which minerals does Chile's manufacturing depend?
13. Because of what mineral would Bolivia and Peru
like to reclaim part of Chile?
14. What mineral is most helpful to Chile for electrical
manufacturing?
15. that part of Chile has fruits and grains like
California?
16. Has Chile's regular coastlines helped or
hindered commerce?
17. Prom what seaport of Chile are fruits sent to
Hew York markets for Christmas?
18. From what seaport of Chile is nitrate sent to the
v;o rid ?
19. Can trains be operated over the Trans-Andean Rail-
road during our Christmas season?
20. To what part of Chile is it a great advantage never
to have rain?
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The results of the two fact tests, with median for
each class are given below:
At close of work
Test 1 Test 2
Two weeks later One month later
Test 1 Test 2 Test 1 Test 2
Glass ?
Class LI
88
81
69
92
79
81
64
90
72
80
61
90
Test 1
Glass F - range was from 6 at 100 to 1 at 60
Class M - range was from 5 at 100 to 1 at 70
Test 2
Class F - range was from 1 at 90 to 6 at 65
Class M - range was from 11 at 100 to 3 at 75.
Conclusions ! At the close of the teaching period the class
taught by the fact method did better in the fact test in which
the words of the book were closely followed (Test 1). This
was the only superiority shown - words of the book, immediately
reproduced. When the wording was changed, the fact group did
not do so well. The fact group pupils were unable to recognize
and handle many of the same facts when presented from another
point of view. The superiority of the motivated group be-
came more and more evident in the repetition of the tests two
weeks later and one month later.
APPLICATION TESTS
At the close of the teaching of Chile both classes had
the same application tests, which were repeated at a period
two weeks later and again one month later.
The first appl icat ion test was a true-false test. It
consisted of twenty statements, some of which were absolutely
true and others absolutely false. The children were to use only
the words "true" and "false" in their answers. These twenty
1
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statements were concerning many of the same facts as were used
in Test 1 and Test 2, but with different phrasing.
The second application test was to solve the problem:
"Why is Chile a land of opportunities?" Each of these appli-
cation tests araa thirty minutes in length.
True tfalse Test
1. The Central Valley of Chile is unproductive.
2. Chile has the disadvantage of very poor harbors.
3. Chile is a republic and has a president.
4. The Central Valley raises fruits like those of
California.
5. Chile is a backward nation.
6. The forests of Chile are not as valuable as those
of the Unitea States.
7. Chile exports much wheat to the United States.
8. Chile has more railroads than all the Andean countries.
9. Iquique does as much commerce as Liverpool.
10. Valparaiso has a harbor as excellent as Few York.
11. The barren Atacama desert is of no value to Chile.
12. Chile's largest cities are on the coast.
13. Chile has not extensive manufacturing like England.
14. United States sends nitrates to Chile via the Panama
Canal.
15. The southern part of the C-reat Valley has heavy rainfall.
16. The hinterland of Iquique is of no value.
17. Agriculture is the most important industry of Chile.
18. Chile is irrigated by tne river waters from the
Andes Llountains.
19. Most of the Chileans speak the Spanish language.
20. Chile does some manufacturing with her coal and iron.
c
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The results of the two application tests, with median
for each class, are given below:
At close of work Two weeks later
True- True-
False Problem False Problem
Cne month later
True
False Problem
Class F- - - -
Class M- - - -
85
96
71
92
81
95
70
90
78
95
66
90
Conclusions . The class taught by the fact method did not
average as high on application precipitate as did the class
taught by the motivated method. This was true even when they
were first tested at the close of the period of work. Feither
did it hold that applied knowledge for a two weeks' period or
one month period as did the class taught by the motivated
method
.
The results of this experiment strengthen the hypothesis
that for facts alone in geography, a motivated method is superior
to a fact- textbook method, especially when retention as well as
irzmeaiate precipitate is considered. In giving ability to apply
facts, the motivated method is superior immediately as well as
in later tests.
'Then one stops to consider, he must realize that geography
is a thinking subject, not a memory-drill subject. Children
may best be taught geography by starting with present interests
and their own problems. Thus instead of memorizing facts, they use
facts in thinking. Through thinking( observing, imagining, reason-
ing, etc. ) they build the facts into the structure of their own
mental life.
FIITAL COKCLUSIQB
<1
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Study number two.
2. A study of three distributed illustrations of geography
problems
.
The three following problems were selected from several
submitted by the writer to sixty-six student teachers for
study and evaluation.
Problem 1,
As the bell was ringing to close Monday's lesson in a
fifth grade geography class the teacher said: " I want you
to turn to page 25 in your books and study all about the
problem you find there. Be ready to recite it in class
tomorrow.
"
Tuesday they recited by a series of questions and
answers the geographic material of the problem that the
author had sketched out on those pages. The problem was:
"Why is Japan considered the Great Britain of the Far East?"
The following critique used-
(Possible total = 100 if each topic is worth 20 points)
meaian score given.
Material - good but too difficult for grade Y 15
Motivation - lacking
Technique - To technique of problem solving for teacher
or children - only a little on part of
the author
Socialized Recitation - lacking
Skill of Teacher - as far as problem technique is
concerned .
15

£1
Problem o
A seventh grade teacher of geography found her class
somewhat interested in their study of Hew England, She
noticea this problem suggested in the course of study: -
"Why is Boston the leading commercial center of Tew England?'
She placed the problem on the board for the class to use
and solve. She chose a list of topics relative to the prob-
lem and placed the list on the board. She instructed the
children to use certain textbooks, reference books and
encyclopedias to gather information concerning the topics
pertaining to this problem. She assigned a topic to each
child and instructed him to bring into class next day a
written copy of what he found.
Partly through obedience and a desire for a good mark
and because of previous training, most of them presented
written copies of vhat the reference books contained. These
selections were read arid the teacher commented on certain
ones as best. These best ones were read again and the
children were instructed to pay attention and learn the story
as told by the series of papers read about the topics.
(Possible total e 100 Median score given)
Material - - good £0
Motivation - lacking
Technique - - a skeleton knowlege of it* 5
Socialized riecitation
Skill of Teacher - an effort toward problem 5
Total - 30
Comment:- The golden opportunity of motivating the work
through appealing to the child's genuine interest in his home
city - lost. The golden opportunity of using first hand infor-
mation gathered from the Chamber of Commerce, industrial firms
and present day authorities - lost. The golden opportunity of
having the children discuss their findings and weigh the evi-
dence and reach a reasonable conclusion - lost.
a
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Problem 3.
In the progress of one of the daily socialized recitations
in geography, while the eighth grade class was interested in
studying the conservation and development of our natural resources,
one of the boys brought in the following newspaper clipping:
and submitted it to his classmates for discussion.
They immediately confronted him with the question: "Where
and how are 80,000 farms to be secured in the United States for
these soldiers?"
After contributing a few ideas to the general discussion,
which was the best he could do on the spur of the moment, the boy
turned for help to the girl pupil director, who happened to be
conducting the lesson that day. At once a committee of five was
appointed to study the problem, obtain all possible information,
and present it at the meeting of the class on the following day.
The impromptu discussion that followed the presentation of
the clipping haa opened up a field of thought for these enthus-
iastic workers to explore. No need for the pupil director to
r.ention the home assignment for the class that night; they were
already determined to find 80,000 farms somewhere in the United
States for those soldiers.
During the supervised study period which followed, all
80,000 SOLDIERS HAVE
ASKED FOR FARM LAKDS
.
WASHINGTON, June 18 - Llore
than 80,000 soldiers, many of
them still over-seas, have
notified Sec. Lane of their
desire to obtain farms under
the plan now being considered
by the House Public Lands
Committee
.
V I
i
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members of the class were busy in little groups of twos or
threes Is trying to solve this vital problem which had sudden-
our
ly confronted them out of their own needs, as do all, problems
in our work in geography. They dug into textbooks, explored
the reference books or. the library shelves, pored over the
pamphlets and booklets on the study table ana examined every
map they coulu find, especially the surface maps and rainfall
maps, for they are beginning to realize that the maps speak a
language all their own, if it can be understood.
In the course of the next few days, while they were bent
on solving their problem, the class discussions were very
interesting. To begin with, they were awake to the need of
conservation and development of our land resources.
After the committee had presented their ideas and pictured
the -possibilities, end much discussion and challenging of ideas
had ensued from the members of the class, the pupil director
put the question to vote.
So real had the subject of irrigation become to them and
so strong an advocate of the irrigation possibility was the
committee member who presented it, that the majority of these
junior citizens cast their votes in favor of the proposition
of irrigated land for these 80,000 farms for the soldiers,
although many of them were inclined to think that the forest
lands would provide more farms in the future thai any other
means. They realized that all three possibilities of cleared
forest lands, reclaimed swamp lands, and irrigated lands were
open for consideration.
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(Possible total * 100 Median score given)
Material worthwhile 20
Motivation genuine 20
Technique 20
Socialized Recitation 15
Skill of Teacher
Total - 95
Comment:
-
The pupils had been confronted by a real problem
of their own making, growing out of their own needs and
solved by the utilizing of every means at their command.
During their investigation and individual research in
solving this problem, and especially in their class dis-
cussions of it, they had all been wide awake to the problem,
genuinely interested in it and alive to the needs of it, and
had at least developed independent thinking and initiative
in finding and using and applying reference material.
In judging and evaluating the efforts of their class-
mates who took part in the discussion they had shown a very
democratic spirit - a spirit which seemeo a safe foundation
for their junior citizenship - in trying to solve a problem
for their 80,000 brothers who had proved their senior
citizenship in the common service.
Conclusions :
-
As in study number one, we may conclude that the
geography problems of greatest value are those that start with
the genuine interests of children.
Q
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Study number three
3. A survey of present geography tests showing existing
tendencies: - a new-type exam suggested as a remedial
measure
.
Introduction: -
In this study the primary criteria used for judging the
tests are these:
-
1. Test should be in harmony with and reinforce
the best curricula materials.
2. Test should encourage, supplement and rein-
force proper methods of teaching.
3. Test should serve the true purposes of
the examination.
If the teaching of geography today is to serve one of the
major objectives of education - that of civic efficiency on
the basis of social utility - then the best curricula
n;t.terials will concern the problems of nations living to-
gether as neighbors, interdependent on each other.
The technique of teaching best adapted to use these
curricula problems in helping to accomplish civic efficiency
with its attendant civic understandings, attitudes and appre-
ciations is the problem technique. There is a place in
geography teaching for the occasional use of the project tech-
nique and appreciation technique but very little place can be
found for the drill technique in this wonderfully big content
subject of geography with all its contacts with commercial
t
industrial, economic and human life forces. Through this
problem technique children are given a sympathetic understand-
ing of the problems of other peoples of the .vorld by the
i
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consideration of large motivated problems correlated with
present-day application.
If we agree that a test or examination should be a review
that is a new view with new thinking and new organization of
material, then vye cannot consider a drill exercise in the mem-
ory recall of facts of location a test or exam or review in
geography.
Survey of present geography tests.
1. Eahn-Lackey Geography Scale. Convinced of the value
of these criteria, a study of this Eahn-Lackey Scale was made
with these criteria in mind. In an analysis of their 200 or
more questions it was surprising to find that:
26 questions pertained to mathematical geography
66 " 9 physical
70 " " " place
35 " " " regional
only 21 " " ? commercial or industrial geography.
All questions were of the recall type and none of the
recognition type. My impressions were that there was too much
emphasis on mathematical geography and place geography. I found
no questions that stressed the human phate of geography and even
their few thought questions concerning a commercial or indus-
trial phase of geography were merely for the recall of fact or
informational aspects of the sub-'ect. Many of the questions
called for facts that ./ere not related to any economic or social
problem of modern application or importance. Questions per-
taining to the development of natural resources of nations, their
industries, cities and allied activities, seaports, the problems
confronting the different nations in their interdependence as
neighbors woulci ao more to accom] lish the larger yurpose of
geography "teaching, it seems to me. 1 feel that this scale does
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not measure up to the three criteria used in judging.
£. Buckingham and Stevenson Place Tests . These tests have
three forms for the study of the World and three forms for the
United States. The questions are to "be read by the teacher.
Unfortunately the child does not see the word and has no visual
image to help him in his memory recall. He has only his aud-
itory image on which to depend for his recall of associations.
He must have an absolutely automatic fact response of memory
location of these various places or his response is of no value.
He cannot go on at his own rate and return to fill in any
omissions. Many places to be located are unimportant and the
groups of features to be located vary widely in their importance.
We find Siam, Tunis and Armenia in with the same group of coun-
tries as Canada, Brazil and the United States, on page 4. In
the group of rivers, on page 4, we find the Yenesei River in the
same group as the Amazon and Mississippi. What is the commer-
cial, industrial, or economic importance of the Yenesei River
that a child should need to have an automatic memory response
as to its location?
In the group of seaports we find no mention of Liverpool,
Hamburg or Galveston but could easily dispense with Tripoli and
Barcelona, it seems to me. The first three forms are filled with
many relatively unimportant places while many more important
features are omitted. In the next three forms of the test, why
not omit Tampa, Reading and Bvansville from the list of the
cities of the United States and find out instead the location of
Denver, Galveston, Akron, Portland, Ore., or Indianapolis? On
page 9 I find no value whatever in the sections where one must
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name the states north, south, east arid west of other states.
Likewise on page 10 there is no possible value to the section
on "boundaries.
Any adult who could pass these tests would have a wonder-
ful visual image of a map of the world in its many minute de-
tails and a memory of the encyclopedia type. Any child who
could pass the tests would do so as the result of deadening
drills. Ideational geography has its place but why drill on
features having no connection with world news or current
commercial or industrial problems and lacking in all human in-
te rests?
The test in no way approaches any measure of the three
criteria. It is only a place test but poor of its type. Although
listed for grades four to eight, I cannot conceive of its use
below the seventh grade in any case.
3. Bu ekingham & Stevenson Information and Problem Tests .
The information test on the United States is of a very
good type - that of the single-choice form of recognition type.
An analysis of the 50 questions showed that many were questions
of place geography, many of physical geography and only a few
asked for products or activities of people. All questions
called for facts of only informational value arid none were facts
related to modern problems of our nation.
Part II, the problem test of the United States
,
was also of
the single-choice form of recognition type. This problem test
is more in harmony with the best type of teaching - the problem
technique. It calls for thinking, reasoning, judging values,
comparing and choosing the strongest reason from four given poss-
ibilities and discarding wrong or unlikely statements.
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The material of the questions is more nearly related to
problems of current interest and of social usage. These
problems might easily be used to present a new view of a
situation. The use of this test can be justified as meeting
in a measure the three criteria. I doubt the wisdom of using
it in grades five and six, however.
On the first page, where the child writes his name and
other personal information, I doubt the wisdom or value of
having him write his race. I doubt if modern anthropologists
of the best type would consider any data obtained of any value
and I think modern sociologists would question the wisdom of
such a procedure. I am glad to note in their two following
information and problem tests on South America and Europe it
has boen omitted.
In their information test on South America I find that
many questions are on place and physical geography with per-
haps a few more on the industrial phase of geography. I doubt
if questions 6, 14, 17, 19, 31, 56, 39, have even any infor-
mational value.
In the problem test on South America I doubt if the
questions and answers of L'os. 20 ana 23 are very well arranged
and unf ortunately l.o. 24 has a negative explanation. This
test is on the right road but could be improved with questions
on problems of greater commercial economic significance, I
think.
In the information test on Europe 1 feel that the questions
call for too much detailed information, are not comprehensive
and are not related to world problems. The following questions
r
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are unfortunate in calling for tiny details of place:- 5, 6,
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 27, 29, 30, 32,
36, 39, 40, 43, 46, 47, I think that Ho- 42 should be omitted.
In the problem test on Europe I find many physical prob-
lems like 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 22, 23. These might have value
for grade six but not much significance for grades 7 and 8. I
doubt the value of 2, 13, 14 and 16. Of a good type are 7, 8,
11, 12, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 24, 25.
4. Pressey Technical Vocabulary in Geography . The author of this
little scale believes that a technical vocabulary of geographical
terms is a tool of fundamental importance with which the child
must become familiar if he is to study geography with efficiency.
Its purpose is (1) to provide training to improve the efficiency
of the pupils in silent reading ana study, and (2) to furnish a
catalog of important concepts in the subject with the placing of
emphasis determined by the comparative importance of the terms
involved
.
Although not a test or scale, it is rather an interesting
accessory device for review. The methods used were:- (1) Several
readings of the most 'widely used texts were made and from these
were listed all words peculiar to geography or difficult for a
child in studying geography. (2) Several teachers double checked
those words absolutely essential for a child to know and single
checked those that were important but not essential. (3) The
judgments of the teachers were tabulated and all words evaluated.
The lists are to be used in school to help the child to get the
important technical words and to help the teacher to know which
words are difficult from the child's point of view and that require
r
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explanation. My impression is that the help to the teacher
would be almost as great as that to the child. After the con-
cepts were understood and the terms of the geographical vocab-
ulary v/ere acquired and put into daily use, I can see where the
list might be used by each child as an excellent and compre-
hensive review. The list could be used with a diagnostic aim
in view in discovering and proceeding to remedy the specific
weaknesses of the individual pupils, This little study with
its resultant list contains the essence of what might be a
practical review but I would hesitate to recommend its use ex-
cept in the hands of a discriminating teacher for I fear that
it might mean only memorized reproduction of definitions and
its use might place undue emphasis on the drill technique. It
has possibilities of meeting the third criteria but is not a
measure of the other criteria. LJy experience leads me to agree
quite closely with the suggested choice of words for both the
fundamental and supplementary vocabularies.
5. Posey - Van V/agenen geography Scales.
A careful study of these ten scales leads me to fear that
they have a decided emphasis on the information or fact side of
geography. In order to pass the tests thei e would need to be too
much drill and not erough problem and appreciation technique. I
fear that the general use of these scales in a school system would
have an unfortunate reaction on the teaching technique. 1 do not
find the right correlation with curriculum materials of the best
kind •
In the descriptive handbook accompanying the scales the
authors refer to the various sections of the tests as tasks l t £,
3, etc. I think they are well named, for tasks they are. I do not
r
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find that they are "based on the interests of children; I find
no evidence of motivation; I find no tie-up with current prob-
lems or correlation with historical or present day world dev-
elopment •
On pages 4 ar.d 5 of the handbook the authors have explained
their aim in the selection of the tasks, - a most unfortunate
aim, from my point of view. The tasks were intended: (1) "To
cover as wide and representative a range of information as is
possible to crowd into thirty tasks;" (2) " To furnish several
duplicate scales covering the same ground but containing diff-
erent though similar material;" (3) " To secure 30 tasks to
conveniently fit into a forty-minute period;" and (4) " To
adequately cover the range of ability of the group for which
the scale is devised." In their statement of the aim I find
nothing that meets our three criteria.
(a) Information R (General) grades 5 and 6: - These
questions call almost entirely for the memory recall of unre-
lated facts of locational and mathematical geography with a
little memory work on products and cities.
(b) Information R ( General) grades 7 and 8; - This calls
for the memory of facts about the location of cities, rivers
and deserts entirely unrelated to life on them.
(c) Information S. (General) grades 5 and 6: - Too much
empha Bis on location, size and distance between oceans,
countries, rivers, cities, states, etc. Deserts appear here
again and also the mathematical questions.
(d ) Information S. (General) Grades 7 and 8 : -I am sur-
prised to find so much emphasis on Africa and Asia and some
questions of mere latitude and altitude. Lany unimportant
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products are featured.
( e ) Information A. (United States and Forth America)
grades 5 and 6: -
Here are found many repetitions of previous questions. I am
surprised that they ask for the distance between cities and
relative location of cities. The size of states, boundaries
and questions on surface and density of population of countries
without any correlation with life or industries are valueless
here, I think.
( f ) Information A. (United States and Uorth America )
grades 7 ar.d 8: -
Here .ve find questions as to parallels of latitude, unimportant
minerals, and minor details.
(g) Information F. (Europe) grades 7 and &: - Questions on
location, size, capitals, boundaries, surface, race and latitude
do not help in meeting our three criteria.
(h) Information K. (S. A. and Asis and Africa) grades 7 & 8;
Almost all of tnese are repetitions of previous questions but
to my amazement they have found a few more deserts to be located.
Special emphasis seems to be on size of cities and rivers and
location of uninhabited mountain peaks.
(i) Thought R. (General) grades 7 and 8; - These questions
do require thought rather than the automatic memory response of
the previous information questions but most of them are difficult
and abstract. LTany questions refer to unimportant places, are '
expressed in extremely technical phraseology, have indefinite
applications and tend toward mathematical geography.
(J) Thought S. (General) grades h and 6: > Here we find
questions difficult for these grades, with the emphasis on
physical geography and applications to unimportant products and
industries.
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While some of the questions on these scales are of the
recognition type, I find that the majority are of the recall
type. I cannot feel that they meet the three criteria for I
find a great over-emphasis on the fact or informational side
of geography and a lack of emphasis on the problems of indus-
trial, commercial, economic and human geography.
6 f Branom Practice Tests in Geography - i.iacmillan- 1925
This group of 107 lesson sheets, while perhaps not stand-
ardized tests or scales, are very good illustrations of the new-
type examination, which perhaps is the best type of review for
the content subject of geography. For each group of states of
the United States he offers 8 or 9 test lessons, an equal
number for each section of Europe and the. same number for the
various continents of the world, making a total number of 107
lesson sheets, covering the work of two or three years, as
courses of study are arranged in most cities for grades 7, 8
and 9, I think. The entire set could be used by older students
in one year or term perhaps.
Some of the test lessons use questions of the " one-word -
answer recall type"
,
especially if asking for physical and
social facts about a group of states. Several tests are questions
of the " completion form of recall type " , especially if asking for
statements of comparative production or trade relations. Many
tests take the form of " t rue-false form of recognition type ."
These are exceptionally well thought out and the test of 30
questions of this type on the Middle Atlantic States, for instance
are well worthwhile, meaningful, comprehensive and require much
discriminating thought and careful judgment to answer, because
<
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these thought-provoking statements have been made out with much
ingenuity. A random arrangement of true-false questions has
been used with about an equal number of true and false state-
ments. The questions draw upon phases of industrial, commer-
cial and human geography.
Several of the lessons embrace the questions of the
" single-choice form of recognition type. " Many of these are used
in the phase of the work in the tie-up of cities with their
physical locations ana with their locations by states. This
type of question I find used frequently in the tie-up of cities
with their most important activities and also in the tie-up of
regions with their most important products.
In the group of tests on South America, for example,
there are several excellent exercises of the "plural-choice form
of recognition type "in connection with some worthwhile problems.
These are especially thought-provoking ar.d meet the requirements
of curricula material, best teaching technique and the new re-
view especially well and in addition are of the "plural-choice"
type of question which 1 think is very good for problem work in
geography.
Very many of the tests take the form of'pairing or matching
terms in parallel columns" especially in the tie-up of cities
with products or activities, cities with their physical locations,
cities with their location by states, etc.
In my analysis of the 107 lesson-sheets I recall none using
the analogy form of question, a form which seems to me to be
rather artificial in its application to the content of geography.
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There is provision for variety by having the true-false
form sometimes also represented in the form of "Affirmative -
relative Statements '* as in a lesson on the British Isles. In
one or two of the test lessons on Lew Inland, for instance,
there is a choice of Right-Wrong Paragraphs . These, however,
have the paragraphs so similar in some details, and so mislead-
ing in other details that it requires much careful mature
judgment and a very discriminating balancing of values of the
whole paragraph in order to make the final decision as to
which whole paragraph to accept or reject. These two lessons
of the choice of Hight-'.Vrong Paragraphs about Hew England re-
quire too difficult a choice, involving too large a unit - a
long paragraph - and too fine a balancing of values for the
child mind, I think.
Some of the exercises, - for instance, one on 1'orway and
Sweden, - involve not only the " Incomplete Sentence " but the
additional feature of the "Choice of Words ." To my way of
thinking this page presents a very corfused picture to the eye
and I fear an equally confused mental state would result in a
child's mind. In addition I think the combination of these two
mental processes too difficult for a child. Either process
taken alone represents good work, as one of the lessons on
Canada shows the "Choice of Words "type and one of the lessons
on China and Japan shows an interesting story of a journey
worked out in the " Incomplete Sentence " type.
In addition Branom hai one or more map lessons for each
region studied. His map lessons, i feel, require an undue
amount of detailed location work. The maps, I think, are over-
loaded with detail ar.d confusing to the eye. Uost of the map

exercis® require , I think, altogether too much detail. Kew
England's map asks for the location of 58 physical features,
£7 of which are cities and the mar of the Middle Atlantic
States for 58 features, 32 of which are cities, and the map
W.Va.
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of the eastern group of the Southern States (Virginia,/ Torth
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia and Florida) call for the
location of 85 physical features, 57 of which are cities. I
doubt the necessity of anybody needing to know the location
of 57 cities in this group of states.
These test lessons could be used as an excellent means of
review; some of them reinforce the problem technique and some
are in harmony with good curricula material. All of them pres-
ent interesting forms of the new-type examination. Lessons
56, 57 arid 58 on South America, using questions of the "plural -
choice form of recognition type" in connect ion with the solving
of problems, present a worthwhile review, it seems to me.
I have the feeling that his lessons emphasize locational
and physical geography too much and net enough stress on in-
dustrial and commercial geography. The economic slant and
human phase of geography do not seem to receive much recognition.

Original new type of exam suggested as remedial measure.
The following are submitted as usable re-
view questions. They test understandings only.
They make no pretense at testing attitudes or
appreciations
•
It is to be hoped that they may in some
measure meet the criteria of:-
1. Harmonizing with the best
curricula material.
2. Reinforcing the problem technique
of teaching.
o. Presenting a review in the form
of a new view.
In these questions I trust that the human
ana economic phase of geography in connection with
problems of present day applications has been em-
phasized rather than the locational aspect of
geography.
One- word-answer-recall type.
Direct ions : - (The questions in this part can be answered
by a single word . )
1. What western state sends us many oranges in winter?
2. The surface of Great Plains has favored vhat industry?
3. What coast of U.S. has greatly increased in commerce
since the opening of the Panama Canal?
4. The south is developing what industry because of its
water-power, coal and petroleum?
5. Most of rainfall of California comes during //hat season?
6. U. S. is 3razil's best customer for what foodstuff?
7. What ocean current moderates the climate for the
people of the Pacific Coast?
8. The sandy soils of the Atlantic Coastal Plain have favored
what industry?
y. Um S. is now dependent for plantation rubber on the
output controlled by what country?
10. What kind of projects has the government built to
aid western farmers?
«
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II Completion form of recall type .
Directions :
-
(The following questions can be answered
by a single word for each blank.
)
1. U. S. Government has started forest reservations in
an effort to its forests.
Sugar cane is raised only in the part of the U.S.
3. The principal commercial vineyards of the U. S. are in
the State of
4. Sugar is sent to our Atlantic Coast cities to be ....
6. The leading textile manufacturing countries depend on the
U. S. for the raw material of
7. Bayonne, N. J. has one of the largest refineries of
in the world.
8. The leading city of the U. S. in the manufacture of rubber
goods is
9. Birmingham has developed as a steel center because it is
near large deposits of and
10. The city of the U. 3. noted for the manufacture of collars
and cuffs is
Cysters are found in abundance in Bay.
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III. Single- choice form of recognition type .
Directions:
-
(After each statement are four words, each preceded by
a number. You are to underline the one word that makes
the truest statement and write its number on the line
at the right hand side of the page.
)
1. The largest meat-packing city in the U. S. is;
(1) Denver; (2) Chicago; (3) Louisville; (4) Indianapolis ..
2. The greatest factor in the development of Minneapolis was-.
(1) coal; (2) oil; (3) water-power ; (4) natural gas.
3. The state which leads in the production of peaches is;
(1) flew York; (2) California; (fj) Alabama; (4) Georgia.
4. The principal source from which our newspaper is made is*.
(1) wood; (2) straw; (3) rags; (4) cotton.
5. The seaport which handles most of our foreign trade is:
(1) San Francisco; (2) Hew York; (5) Sew Orlears; (4 )Boston. ..
6. Large farming machinery is used extensively in harvesting:
(1) sugar-beets; (2 ) tobacco; (5)wheat; (4) grapes.
7. Low rainfall in summer and dry heat makes fruit drying
an important industry in:
(1) California; (2) Georgia; (3) Alabama; (4) Oregon.
8. Grand Rapids is an important manufacturing center of:
(1) cotton goods; (2) paper; (3) shoes; (4) furniture.
S. The greatest railroad center of the world is-.
(1) Denver; (2) Chicago; (5) Baltimore; (4)Los Angeles.
10. ?all River supplies us with much of our:
(1) cotton goods; (2) woolen goods ; (5 )linen • (4 )silk goods. ..
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IV. True - false form of question .
Directions :
-
(The letters T arid F precede each statement
below. Encircle the letter T if the state-
ment is true, Encircle the letter F if the
statement is false. )
T. F. 1. Salmon are the most important fish on Pacific Coast
T. F. 2. Paterson, K. J. leads all United States cities in
the manufacture of silk goods .
T. F. 3. There is abundant coal in the Lake Superior region.
T. F. 4. U. S. exports more corn than wheat to Europe.
T. F. 5. The water-power resources of U. S. are all now
In use.
T. F. 6. Cattle of the Gr. at Plains are sent to the Corn
Belt to be fattened.
T. F. 7. In the iron and steel industry the coal usually
moves to the iron.
T. F. 8. U. S. imports most of its raw silk from Italy.
T. F. 9. The most important region for canning our
vegetables is Baltimore.
T. F. 10. The greatest centers for the manufacture of
cotton and woolen goods are in New England.
r
V. Plural-choice form of recognition type .
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1. Underline the important Great Lakes ports:
(1) Seattle; (2) Chicago; (3) Mobile; (4) Duluth; ( 5 )St .Louis;
2. Underline the reasons for development of T. . Y. as a seaport:
(1) Good harbor; (2) coal; (3) water-po wer ; (4) easy access
to rich hinterland.
3. Underline cities having most foreign trade with China arid Japai
fl) San Francisco; (2) Few Orleans; (5) Seattle; (4)Savannah
(5) Houston.
4. Underline important factors helping early cotton manufacturing
in Eew England:
fl) coal; (2) moist air; (5) water-power ; (4) petroleum;
(b) good soil.
5. Unaerline the regions from which U.S. secures most of her rubb<
(1) Chile; (2) Ecuador; (3) Ceylon; (4 )Peru; ( 5 )Ualay Peninsula
6. Unaerline important factors in growth of cotton manufacturing
in the Southern States:
(1) petroleum; (2 ) cheap labor; (3) many harbors ;( 4 Jaccessible
cotton; (5) water-power
.
7. Underline Hew England cities leading in manufacture of shoes:
(1 )Haverhill; (2 ) Brockton; (3) Lynn; (4) Portland ;( 5 )3pringfiel(
8. Underline the important work of our forests:
(1) furnish shade; (2) supply lumber ;( 5 Jprevent soil washing av
9.Underline cities most important as fishing ports:
(1) Chicago(2) Duluth; (5) Toledo; (4) Boston; (5) Gloucester.
10. Underline factors favoring fruit drying in California:
(1) low summer rainfall; (2) good soil; (3) dry air; (4) large
cities.
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71. Pairing or matching terms in parallel columns :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Directions
:
(For each industry in left-hand list there is a
leading city for that industry in the right-hand
list. Fine the city leading in each industry and
give it the same number as the industry.)
Industry
Silk manufacture
Iron and steel center
Lleat-packing center
Fur market
Automobile manufacture
Flour-milling center
Clothing manufacture
Vegetable canning
Cotton manufacturing
Rubber manufacturing
City ranking first
Chicago
Minneapolis
Baltimore
Akron
Paterson.II. J.
Fall River
Detroit
St. Louis
Pittsburgh
New York
k II
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VII. The analogy fo rm of question .
Directions :
-
(In each of the statements below, the first
term is to the second term as the third term
is to one of the terms in parentheses. Under-
line the right word in the parentheses for
each statement below.
)
1. Cotton
2. Alaska
3. San Francisco "
4. Linen
b. Beet sugar "
6. Chicago
7. Washington D.C. "
8. !•« York City "
9. Dairying
10. Pittsburgh
is to cotton cloth as iron is to
( zinc-lead-s teel-nickel
)
United States as India is to
(Franee-G-t
.
Britain-China)
Pacific Coast as lew York is to
(Atlantic Coast, Gulf Coast)
flax as pottery is to
(slate, sand, clay, gravel)
hand labor as wheat is to
(money, farm mchy
.
,
mills)
Torthern Railroads as Atlanta is to
(eastem, southern, western )
Unitea States as Paris is to
( Belgium, Spain, France)
Hudson River as Few Orleans is to
(liiss., Ohio, Colorado)
./isconsin as fruit drying is to
( Alabama, 1'ew Jersey, Calif J
glass as Detroit is to
( shoes, paper, tools, autos)
rC
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Study number four
4. A study of evaluation of lesson plans and teaching lessons.
This study was made by the writer during the past
year in preparing sixty-six student teachers to make
their firtit lesson plans for their geography teaching
lessons in the Model School.
The following lesson plans were made by the student
teachers and represent lessons actually taught according
to these plans. Both the lesson plans and the teaching
lessons they represent were studied, criticized and
evaluated by the sixty-six student teachers with the
following results:
i This study shows a series of five
distributed illustrations of lesson plans
on the relation of a colonial possession to
the mother country.
2. The critique used was the following
"Fourteen Point Plan for the Improvement of
Teaching Technique" by Lliss Llary Mellyn.
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fOUBTSEB POHTT PLAK FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF TEACHING TECHNIQUE
I. PLACE (The classroom)
1. Is the environment of the class organized for efficient
service?
2. Does the environment contribute to the training of right
emotions?
II. PLAIT (The Preparation)
1. Does the REVIEW strengthen and enrich the background
of knowledge?
2. Are the OBJECTIVES of the new lesson definite?
3. Does LSSSON-PRESENTATIOK provide opportunity for the
class-
a. To find a problem to be answered or a need to
be satisfied,
b. To judge values and organize ideas,
c. To master facts,
d. To correlate with other subjects in the curricu-
lum and with life today?
4. Is there a clear understanding of the next step in
LESSON SEQUENCE?
III. PROCEDURE AND PARTICIPATION (The Teaching Process)
1. Is the class a social unit?
2. Do the reactions of the class point to teacher-mastery
of lesson technique?
3. Is there an appeal to individual capacities?
4. Does the lesson emphasize and move forward right life
attitudes?
Posture, speech, etc.
Cooperation, courtesy, incepenaent thinking, industry
,
Courage in failure,
Recognizing and speaking the truth.
IV. PRODUCT f The Result )
1. Are individual results checked up?
2. Does product give new light on child's capacity?
3. Does individual pupil understand how to correct his
error?
4. Is individual maximum effort recognized and commended?
Copyright, December 1923, by
Mary C. Mellyn, Assistant Superintendent, Boston Public Schools.
(t
<
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Lesson Plan 1. Grade VI.
Australia - in relation to Gt. Britain.
Specific aim. - To appreciate the value of Australia to Gt. Britain
Procedure-
A. Motivation - found within the lesson itself
B. Arproach - direct
C. Lesson steps
Questions ar.d activities.
1. You have been studying about the 3ritish Isles.
To day we are going to consider the value of Australia to Great
Britain - Use map.
£. Is Great Britain large or small - Small.
3. I wonder if any one can tell us what kind of
work the people there do? - Industrial work.
4. If these people work in the mills, and the island
isn't large enough to raise sufficient food, where might Gt.
Britain get her food? - Australia.
5. Australia is one of Gt. Britain's colonies. Gt.
Britain depends on her for most of her food. Who can tell ua
what kind of food that Australia sends to Gt. Britain? - 7/heat.
(Put on board) - (Wheat area on map) - (Picture)
6. Be are almost getting ready for Spring. England
is too. But the little boys and girls in Australia are getting
ready for what season? - Fall.
7. They have been having hot summer weather and the
wheat has oeen ripening. V/hat are the wheat growers starting
to do? - Harvest' it.
We are in the I'orth Temperate Zone and Australia
is in the South Temperate Zone. He are having summer when Australia
is having winter. During Australia's winter, Gt. Britain gets her
wheat from Canada and the Unitea States,
8. What is another food that Australia senas to Gt.
Britain - Meat - mutton and lamb. - ( Map of sheep area)
9. How is the meat sent to great Britain? - In cans.
10. All of the meat isn't canned. How are the large
rieces preserved and sent? - Frozen. (Picture)
11. Australia is in the South Temperate Zone. V/hat
kind of fruit would be ripening there now? - Apples. - (Picture)
She produces a great many apples and sends some of them to Gt.
Britain - - (Put on board )
12. The people in Great Britain work in mills. V/hat
are they doing there? - Manufacturing.
13. She needs raw materials for manufacturing. How
where do you suppose these raw materials come from? - Australia.
(Put topic "Paw Materials" on the board.)
14. I am sure all of the sheep we have been talking
about aren't killed - V/hat raw material do we get from them? - Wool.
(Put on board) - (Picture).
r
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15. What is another product? - Hides (Put on board)
16. There is another sice to the picture. Australia
is a market for England's manufactured goods. If England
manufactures the wool that Australia sends to her, what is
one thing that England might send to Australia? - Woolen
goods. (Put on board.)
17. another? - Cotton goods. (Put on board)
16. Ana one other? - Iron and steel goods. (Put on
board )
ZO, There is another reason that makes Australia valu-
able to G-t. 3ritain. Some of the English people have found it
a good place to settle. It is in a temperate zone and has the
same kind of climate that the English people are used to.
21. What kind of work do these people do? - Farming.
Yes. -agriculture is carried on along the eastern coast. If we
look at the names of the different cities in Australia, we will
find that most of them are English names - Teach names and
location of cities dealing with trade - sheep raising - sheep
shearing.
Summary -
Use Product Chart
A game -
One half of the class can think of all the different
ways England sends things to Australia - arid vice versa. Tell
the class that the girls in the back of the room are going to
vote which half did the better work.
Clinching point -
Let us always remember that Australia sends food and
raw materials to England, and that England sends manufactured
goods to Australia.
REFEREHCSBi-
Industrial Geography - Whitbeck
Australia - Carpenter
Advanced Geography - Llcluurry and Parkins
Hew Europe - Allen
Australia - Allen
Evaluation of lesson 1 by 66 student teachers.
(Possible total = 100 if each topic worth 25 points)
Uedian score given.
1. Place (The Classroom)
_ . 15
2. Plan (The Preparation)
_. 10
3. Procedure aid Participation - - 15
4. Product (The Result) - - - - 15
Total-55
c4
c
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Lesson Plan 2 Grade VI.
Australia in its Relation to Gt. Britain.
I. Aim - To have the children learn of the relation of Australia
to Great Britain; to show of what value these two countries
are to each other,
II. Means
Reaaing, pictures, questions, chart and map.
III. L'ethod
You have just studied aDout Gt. Britain before vacation.
Today we are going to study one of her possessions, Australia,
to find out what value this colony is to its mother country.
First, we must be sure we know where Australia is. Who can
point to Australia on the map? You found out that most
people in England work in the mills; therefore they cannot
raise enough food to feed all the people. You read that
Australia sends what kind of food to her mother country?
(Meat)
Why is Australia able to send meat to England?
(She raises many sheep and cattle)
hy does England need a great deal of meat?
(Small country, people engaged in manufacturing)
Who knows in what part of the country the sheep are
raised in Australia?
(Child shows on map)
ITot too far west because that is the desert, and not too
far east, because the big cities are there.
I'ow, what is the first thing we've learned this morning?
(Australia sends meat to England
)
Write on board:
Australia sendsEngland :
Food
A. Meat
I made this chart to show you what goods Australia sends
to England, and to show what goods England sencis back. Who
wants to come up and show the children how this meat joes
from the colony to the mother country?
The people who work in the mills need something else to
eat; it's something that nearly everyone eats at every meal.
(Bread - comes from wheat
)
Why isn't it possible for England to supply herself?
(People engaged in manufacturing. Small country)
Who supplies England with some wheat?
(Australia
)
From your reading, did you fina out where the wheat rais-
ing section was?
(Child shows on map
)
What is the second topic that we can write on the board?
(Wheat added to outline)
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Pretend that your father hae a big wheat farm. Come up to
the map and show us how he would send his wheat. It is winter
now in England ana the boys and girls are getting ready for
spring, but in Australia in the south temperate zone, the
seasons are just the opposite. It is summer and the boys and
girls there, are getting ready for autumn. What is happening
to the wheat?
(Getting ripe
)
The wheat growers are getting ready for what?
(Harvest
)
Shows pictures of wheat.
Think how fortunate England is to have a colony to send
wheat iust when the mother country has a long and cold winter.
In the fall in Australia there are fruits ripening; perhaps
the boys and girls are picking them this very minute. What
is the important fruit they send to England?
(Apples
)
In what part of Australia are most of the apples grown?
(Tasmania
)
'.'/hat is the third topic to write?
Show us on the chart how the apples are sent to England.
L'ake your story the most interesting story.
hat are the three foods that England receives from Australia?
(Wheat, meat and apples)
We talked about sheep this morning, V/hat besides meat comes
from the sheep?
(Wool
)
Show pictures of sheep.
Show on map the acres of the sheep grazing area.
./hat do we call things that are ubed for manufacturing?
(Raw Materials
)
V/hat is one raw material that England receives from
Australia?
(Raw Wool
)
Show sample of wool*
./hat raw material shall I write on the board?
(Raw wool
Why can Australia send wool to England?
(Raises so many sheep
)
On the chart, show us how you would send raw wool to England
from Australia. Many sheep are killed for meat. What other
product do we get there? Boots and shoes are made from it.
(Hides
)
What other raw material shall I write on the board?
(Hides
Show the children how the hides are shipped to England?
What are the two raw materials that Australia sends to St.
Britain?
(Wool and Hides)
We couldn't have a one sided trade i.e. .ve couldn't have
England receiving these goods from Australia and not sending any
back. What has England to sell that Australia needs?
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Do you remember what the people in Manchester are making
in the mills?
(Cotton goods)
Why does Australia need these goods?
(Cannot make them herself)
V/ho can tell us the story of the first product.
What topic shall I write under this column:
England sends to Australia?
(Cotton Goods)
Show samples.
You have been talking about the raw wool that Australia
sends to England. What does ftigland do with this wool?
l Makes Woolen Goods)
Show samples.
LJake believe that you are a manufacturer of woolen goods
in England.
Show on the chart how your goods get to Australia.
hat other manufactured article shall 1 write on the board?
(Woolen goods)
./hat is the third important kind of manufactured goods
that England senus to Australia?
(Iron ana steel goods)
What kind of iron and steel goods?
(Machines, autos, watches, cutlery, etc.)
What is the last topic to write?
(Iron and steel goods)
Who can tell us the story using the chart.
/hat are the three kinds of manufactured goods that England
senas to Australia?
(Cotton goods)
(Woolen goods)
(Iron anc steel goods)
Summary:
I am going to divide the class into two sides. This side
will be Australian children; you will tell what kind of goods
you send to your mother country. This side will be English
children. You will tell us what you send to Australia. When
you finish, I will let the young ladies vote to see which is
the better side.
(Children tell their stories using the chart)
Evaluation of lesson 2 by 66 student teachers.
Possible total - 100 Lledian score given.
1. Place (The Classroom) - - - 15
£. Plan (The Preparation) - - - 15
3. Proceoure and Participation - - ZO
4. Product (The Result) ----- 15
Total -65
(
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LESS01J PLA1I 3. Grade VI.
OF WHAT VALUE ARE THE COLONIES, CAHADA
AIJD THE UFIOi: OF SOUTH AFRICA, TO BRITISH ISLES.
AIMS
1. To give the child a knowledge of the interdependence of
the British Isles and her colonies.
2. To give the child an understanding of the economic, finan-
. cial, and political power of British Isles derived from
the possession of these colonies.
MATERIALS
1. World map of all colonies
2. "of Canada and South Africa showing export trade
of these colonies with British Isles.
3. World map of Canada and South Africa showing import trad e.
4. Chart of import and export trade of colonies, Canada, Africa,
Australia, and India with British Isles.
5. Textbooks, McMurry & Parkins, Redway.
HOME LESSON
Study:- Of what value are the colonies, Canada and Union of
South Africa to the British Tsxes.
McMurry & Parkins - parts of Canada and Africa.
APPROACH & PROCEDURE - ACTIVITIES
Toaay we are goin^; to learn about the British Colonial Empire
and try to fina out together just of what value these colonies
are to the mother country.
Q. First of all point out British Isles on this map.
A., Child points out Br. isles on colored map.
Q. You will notice that the British Isles are colored in red
and that there are also many otj.er areas all over the world
colored'in red.
V.'hat does this mean?
A. They are related.
What is the connection between them?
A. They are her colonies.
Q. You see there is one colony in Korth America, another in
South America, some in Africa, others in and near India, and
more way out near and including Australia.
What would you say of their location?
A. They are scattered all over the world.
q. What of the number?
A. There are a great many.
Q. You go to the map and locate and read the names of the larger
areas?
A. Canada, Africa, India, Australia.
c
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Q. Today we are going to be interested especially in two of
the important ones, Canada and Union of South Africa.
Looking closely, how do the British Isles compare in size
with Canada?
A. British Isles are much smaller,
Q. The population of Canada is 8,000,000 while that of British
Isles is about 42,000,000 - how coes it compare in population
with Canada?
A. The population of the British Isles is much larger.
Q. In such a small area with such a large population, what is
the condition of the population?
A. It is very crowded.
Q. Prom your previous knowledge of British Isles how does it
compare in commercial and industrial importance with Canada?
A. It is far more important.
(Write these three characteristics on the board)
Q. Keeping these three characteristics in mind, does Great
Britain raise enough food to give her people three square
meals a day?
A. To
.
Q. Does she have enough raw materials to support her industries?
A. Ho.
Q. What must she do to get enough food and raw materials?
A. She has to import from other countries.
Q. With all advantages of her own boats, smaller charges, etc.
does British Isles import much from Canada?
A. Yes, a great deal.
Q. What fooas does Canada send to her mother country?
A. From her farms - wheat, and flour made fror wheat.
" cattle - beef, and dairy products (cneese
,
butter)
" waters - fish - canned and dried (salmon and cod)
" orchards-fruit, especially apples.
'That raw materials does she send to British Isles?
A. Prom her forests - lumber, and wood pulp, and furs.
" cattle - hides
TT
" mines - minerals.
Q. Tow you have only one side of the story. Canada sends a
great many things, but she also buys back many products.
What products does Canada buy?
first, let us decide what industries are important in
British Isles.
A. Iron and steel making, cotton, wool and linen mfg.
Q. Then what products does Canada buy?
A. Iron ana steel goods, cotton, wool ana linen goods. Also
much coal of which British Isles has a great surplus.
Here pupil is sent to board where the large wall map of ex-
port trade of Canada and British Isles is marked by large
arrows and slips of paper showing products sent and bought.
Child is expected to trace the //hole story on this map.
Q. Think back a moment to what we have said of the condition
. of the British population?
A. It is large and very crowded.
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Q. Do you think then, that if the Canadian government inserted
an advertisement in the paper, offering good opportunities
for settlement on land in Canada, there would be very many
to accept it, especially since there are so many people out
of work?
A. Yes, a great many do.
Q. Just what does the Canadian government offer these people?
A. Land cheap.
Q. To what part of Canada do these people go?
A. To southwestern part.
Q. How does the Canadian government make sure they go to the west?
A. Before they board the ship to cross the ocean, the people
have to sign a contract that they will live out west. When
they land in Halifax, a port on the eastern coast, they are
immediately shipped out west so they have no chance to even
see the large cities in the east.
Q. We have the people out in the west. How have they connec-
tion with the east?
A. By railroads.
What have these railroads done for the people out west?
A. They bring the raw products and food to the east and bring
back to the west manufactured products which the people need.
Q. Of what value have these people been to Canada?
A. They have developed the farms, and have brought a sturdy stock
of English people to Canada.
Q. How have they helped British Isles?
A. Have made a larger market in Canada for her goods, and have
made homes for the surplus population of the English people.
Then that is the fourth way in which Canada has been of help?
As the lesson has progressed the four following topics
,
(1) source of food), (£) source of raw materials , (5 ) market,
Bud (4) home for population have been put on the blackboard
and emphasized and repeated before beginning on another way
in which Canada has helped the mother country.
Q. What did we decide this afternoon about the position of the
colonies?
A. They wore scattered all over the world.
Q. Tow if a steamer was traveling from one country to another
and if it ran out of fuel, what could it do for more fuel?
A. Stop on the way at a fueling station or port arid secure some.
Q. If that is the main purpose of these smaller countries and
islands scattered all over the globe, do you think that Canada
serves in that way?
A. Yes, although not as much.
Q. What ports are especially useful?
A. Halifax on the east, and Vancouver on the west,
(Children point them out on the map)
Emphasize that it is the fifth way and write on board and
repeat.
Q» All these five ways show how great a help Canada is in peace
times. Tow how could Canada be of help in war time?
A. Send men for the army and navy
Q. War is a very expensive proposition. Does Canada help in this
way?
A. Yes, she supplies money or revenue
Then this is a sixth way in which Canada is of help.
(Write and emphasize on board).
(
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Q. How that you have seen how very useful Canada is to her
mother country in six different ways
,
you tell us about the
first way.
A. Child gives a summary of the first point.
(Five other children are called upon who summarize the
entire story of the value of Canada to British Isles)
Tow that you have seen how useful and of what great value one
colony is, you can image how very useful all these colonies
as a whole are. This afternoon we are also going to study
about another colony which is very different from Canada but
which is ;just as useful and valuable, the Union of South Africa.
The Union of South Africa is comprised of several small states
but we shall study it as a whole. This country is very useful
in supplying quan titles of food.
Q. What food does the Union of South ^frica send to British
Isles?
A. Fruit, peaches, grapes, oranges.
'./hat is the difference between the fruit sent by Canada
ai.a that sent by the Union of South Africa?
A. Canada senus canned or dried fruit, while the fruit from the
Union of Africa is fresh fruit sent in refrigerator ships.
Q. Of what importance is this fresh fruit to the British Isles?
A. Important because it is out of season and brings high prices.
Q. What other fruits does South Africa send?
A. Mutton and dairy products.
. (Write on board first way, as source of food and write the
products So. Africa sends.)
Q. What raw materials does Union of South Africa send to her
mother country?
A. From sheep - wool a nd hides and from goats - skins and mohair
" mines - gold and diamonds.
" ostrich farms - plumes.
Q. What is the importance of plumes commercially as compared with
gold and silver?
A. Gold and Silver are much more important because plumes are
not used very much in ladies wear and have, therefore. lost
their importance.
(Write second point, source of raw materials
,
and write
the products on the board
)
Q. Tow what products can and does Union of So. Africa buy back?
A. Cotton, wool, and iron and steel goods.
Great quantities of boots and shoes.
(Write or board third point, as a market
.
(Emphasize 5 points)
Q. How you go to the large world map and trace the export and
import trade of the Union of South Africa and of British Isles
A. Child Ooes to map, follows the arrows, and tells the entire
story of the exports and imports.
Q. You remember that the people of the British Isles are very
crowded. Do many of them go to the Union of South Africa?
A. Yes.
Q. What industries do they engage in there?
A. Mining, grazing, and some farming.
Q .Do as many people go there as to Canada?
A. Ho.
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Q. What has the government of the Union of South Africa been
doing to attract the people to that country?
A. They write about the opportunities ana aoings of the people
of South Africa in the English newspapers.
Q. Does Union of South Africa ever serve as a port for British
shipping?
A. Very much so, since it is between British Isles and
Australia and Hew Zealand.
('.'.'rite on board and stress these last two points of (1) home
for surplus population , and (2) as a naval and coaling port . )
Q. Has British Isles any reason not to be proud of the help of
Union of .South ^frica in war time?
A. To, it has given men to the army and navy and much money also.
(Write this last point on board also)
Q. Tow you tell us all about the first way in which the Union
of South Africa is of help to the mother country.
A. Pupil tells about source of foodstuffs.
Five other pupils follow example and summarize the complete
story of Union of South Africaand British Isles.
Tow that you have seen how these two colonies, Canada and the
Union of South Africa are of great value,. I have here a chart
which tells you all about the value in millions of dollars about
the things that these colonies sent to and bought from the
British Isles.
Q. You come up and read to the class what it says on the chart.
A. Child comes up and reads to the class the value of exports
ana inn orts of Canada and of the Union of South Africa.
I.'ow that you have seen how we have worked out together the im-
portance of these two countries, some day when you have some
spare time and wish to divert yourself in an interesting way,
work out by yourself and see how valuable India and Australia
are to the mother country.
SUMMARY
:
Since there are six important points to stress under Canada
and six under Union of So. Africa, I took them separately. Six
children told the story of Canada and six others later told the
story of Union of South Africa, ^s a final viewpoint, I summar-
ized the six different ways very rapidy at conclusion of lesson.
REFERENCES;
Jot the teacher • For the Pupi l
1. Mcluurry & Parkins-Advanced Geography LMcMurry Sc Parkins-
2. Redway - Commercial Geography Advanced Geography
5. vThitbeck & Finch - Economic Geography 2. Redway - Commerciai.
4. J.R. Smith - Industrial & Commercial Geog. Geography.
5. Packard & Sinr.ett -rations as I'eighbors.
Svaluation of lesson 3 by 66 student teachers
Possible total - 100 Median score given
1. Place (The Classroom) - - - - - 15
2. Plan (The Preparation) ----- 25
3. Procedure and Participation - - - 25
4. Product(The Result) - ----- £q
?otal-85
(I
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Lesson Plan 4 Grade VI.
The British Colonies in Africa
and their Relations to the Llother Country
with Special Emphasis on the Union of
South Africa.
I. Specific Aims.
L, To acquaint the children with the extent of the
British Colonies in Africa.
B. To give the children a thorough knowledge of the
Union of South Africa
1. Location
2. Industries as affected by geographic factors.
3. People
C. To give the children an understanding of the relation
of the Union of South Africa to the Llother Country.
II. Lesson Procedure.
A. Motivation
1. Appeal to the children's desire to learn more
about the British Empire.
2. Presentation of material through visual educa-
tion in the form of moving and still pictures.
B. Approach
During the past few weeks we have been studying
Great Britain ana its many colonies all over the
earth. Today we are going to study the British
Colonies in Africa.
C. Steps of lesson
1. Location of colonies
Let us see how well we have prepared our lesson
for today. Who will come to the map and locate
the first colony on the list? Where is the
second colony? Does any one know for whom this
colony was named? Can you tell us its name? Who
can locate t he fourth colony? Where is the Gold
Coast? Ihy do you suppose it is so named? The
next colony has a long name for a small colony.
Who can find it? Somaliland is divided among
three nations. Will you point out the portion
belonging to Great Britain? What part of Egypt
does Gt. Britain now have a government interest
in? Find it on the map.
After the World War the Germans lost their prop-
erty in Africa. The portions given to Gt. Britain
are marked by stripes on this map. Who will find
them and tell us their names? The tenth colony
on the list is a small colony through which the
equator passes. Who can find it? The last colony
is a close neighbor of the Union of South Africa.
(Point to it on the map)
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'.7e have seen the great amount of territory which
Great Britain controls in Africa, cf all these
colonies which do you think is the most important?
Let us discover the reasons for its importance to
Great Britain, ji'rom your reading what industry did
you find was the chief reason for the prominence
of South Africa? Yes, and this industry was res-
ponsible for a war about twenty- five years ago.
Centuries ago, the Dutch settled in this region.
They were soon followed by the English, who forced
the Dutch northward. In the new territory the
Dutch discovered gold and diamonds.
How do you suppose the English felt? Of course then
the English wanted this rich region, so the result
was later the Boer War, fought between the English
and the descendents of the original Dutch settlers,
called 3oers. The English won, and since then So.
Africa has been a 3ritish possession. What are the
two chief minerals mined there now? Where is the
diamond region? (Point to it on the map). What
large city has developed as a result of this dia-
mond mining? Let us see how these precious stones
are mined. In the mines near Eimberly, more than
12,000 people are employed, .'/ho do you sur.pose does
this hard 'work? Yes, the dark people who were in
Africa when the Dutch first came there do this work.
Diamonds are found imbedded in blue clay under the
soil. What would be the first thing to be done
in mining diamonds? After this has been blasted,
it is brought to the surface. The diamonds are
still surrounded by blue clay. What would you
think the next step would be? The final process
in separating diamonds from the remainder of the
materials is by passing the substance over grease.
What do you suppose happens when the diamonds touch
the grease? Yes, tney stick, and the other material
passes off. Do these diamonds now look like the
.
precious stones that we know? (Show picture ) .What
do you think must be done now? Yes, the diamonds
must be cleaned, polished and cut. They are cut in
other countries to which they are sent. The leading
city for this industry is Amsterdam, Holland.
What v/as the other leading mineral mined in South
Africa? What large city is the center of this in-
dustry? (Point to the gold region on the map.)
This is the greatest gold-producing region ever
known. How, who can tell the two most important
mineral products which Gt. Britain imports from the
Union of South Africa?
r
What do you suppose the first settlers engaged in
before the mines were discovered? What conditions
do we need to carry on agriculture profitably?
(Fertile soil, rainfall, and warm climate). What
zone is this region in? Then what kind of climate do
you know is present? What do the southeast trade-
winds blowing over the ocean bring to the Union of
South Africa? The coastal region is important for
what food crops? Why do South African fruits find
such a good market in Great Britain? '//hat other crops
are raised in South Africa? (Tobacco and cotton).
Which is more important? How does cotton of South
Africa compare in length of fibre with our own? Long
fibered cotton is especially fine in making fine
woolan goods. Let us think for a minute. Who can
tell us all the agricultural products that South
Africa sends to Great Britain?
You remember that the interior of South Africa
is a plateau of grassy plains. What industry would
you expect to find here? Yes, herding is one of the
principal occupations in the Union of South Africa.
What animals graze there? (Sheep, cattle and goats. )
What products can the Union of South Africa export
as a result of the herding industry? (Dairy products,
meat, hides and wool. ) Ilext to minerals, wool is the
most important export.
There is a kind of farming which thrives better
here than in any other place in the world. It is a
kind of bird farming. Does anyone know what it is?
What article of commerce is picked from the ostrich
and sent to England? At first, wild ostriches
roamed over the arid lands and men hunted them. low
they are tamed and raided on huge farms. The
feathers are plucked every seven or eight months
and about three hundred feathers are taken each time
from one bird. Let us think for a minute, .,'hat
are the products of the mining industry? What agri-
cultural products are exported? What are the prod-
ucts of the grazing industry? Now who can tell us
all products exported by South Africa? From what
city are they exported? Thus far we have discovered
one reason why the Union of South Africa is important
to the mother country. Who can tell us the reason?
(Source of food and raw materials - write on board . )
From your study of Great Britain, what are the
important manufactured products which she sells to
the world? What are the goods that South ^frica
would buy? What is the second reason why So. Africa
is important to Great Britain? (Market for manufac-
tured goods
. )
r
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5. Great Britain series her products all over the world.
By what two routes would Great Britain carry her products
to the East? (Trace routes J In these long trips British
ships often stop at Capetown. What do they get there?
Who will give us another reason why South Africa is
important to Great Britain? ^Source of naval supplies.)
6. You learned in your study of Great Britain that the
home country is very much over-crowded with people,
'..'here could some of the people make their homes? Why
would South Africa make a pleasant place for these
people? (Occupation and climate). What is another reason
why South Africa is important to Great Britain?
7. Many of these new-comers come from industrial regions
in Great Britain. What might they introduce into South
Africa? that is always needed to carry on manufacturing?
What raw materials coula South Africa furnish? What
furnishes power for manufacturing? There are fast rivers
and falls in Africa which could supply power. (Show
picture). From your reading, what two minerals recently
found in Africa will aid manufacturing? At present
there is not very much manufacturing done here, but the
future promises an increasing amount.
8. (Star the two most important reasons for the value
of South Africa to Great Britain.) Who will come to
the map ai.d tell us the story of the exports from So.
Africa? (Careful explanation of product map previous to
this question. ) Which of these products are foods?
Which of these are raw materials? tyhich is the most
important export? 'Who will go to the map and tell us
the story of the imports to South Africa from Great
3ritain? In what industries is machinery used? Which
of these imports are used in the making of clothes?
D. Summary:
We are now going to a moving picture but instead of read-
ing the part in the movie which tells about the picture,
we are going to tell it. See who can give the finest
story. Some of the pictures behind the circle are
imports to So. Africa from Great Britain. Some of the
pictures are exports from S » Africa to Great Britain.
Totice what the picture is. Tell us where it comes
from and anything else which will make an interesting
story. Are we ready for the show? (Show cards.)
BIG SHOW ABOUT TO START. ADMISSIOB FEE - STRAIGHT BACKS
ABB ALERT MIHD8.
We need two stage hands to hold the picture. If you are
chosen to tell a story, at the close of your story, turn
the circle to the right and choose a classmate to tell
the next story. (Children conclude lesson in this mariner. )
IV. Materials.
A. Pictures
B. Ostrich feather, gold, and diamond ring.
C. Product map and map showing colonies.
D. Moving pictures and placards (see summary)
(
Evaluation of lesson 4 by 66 student teachers.
Possible total = 100 Median score given
Place (The Classroom) IS
Plan (The Preparation) 25
Procedure and Particiration 25
Product (The Result)
_25
Total- 90
(c
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Lesson Plan 5 - Grade VI
Of What Value to Great Britain are Ganade and Union of
South Africa.
I. Aim :
a. To give the children an intelligent understanding of
the interdependence of Great Britain and her colonies.
b. To give the children an appreciation of the relations
bet.veen Great Britain and her colonies.
II. Materials:
a. World Board Map.
b. Map of British Possessions
c. Map of Canada and Union of South Africa.
1. Kith imports from colonies to Gt. Britain.
2. " exports from colonies to Gt. Britain.
d. McMurry's & Parkins Text Book.
3. Hedway's Commercial Geo g. (Supplementary
)
III. Procedure:
a. Home lesson : Of what value to St. 3ritain are Canada
and Union of South Africa?
McMurry & Parkins p. 175 - 180 on Canada.
p. 457 - 459 on ^frica.
Hedway's Commercial Geography p. 387 - 3fc8 So. Africa
" " p. 261 - 263 Canada.
b. Questions and Answers :
1. You have been studying recently about Gt. Britain.
Tow today let us find out together something about
Greater Britain
.
2. I have here a large world map colored in red. Look
carefully at the regions.
3. .Thy do you think they are all colored in red the
same as Great Britain?
Ans ; They belong to her.
4. That 1 s what we mean when we say Greater Britain,
The United Kingdon, or British Commonwealth of
nations
•
5. I.ote : You can see how much of the world is under
British control.
(1) one-fifth of area of world.
(2) one- fourth of population of world.
6. You come to map and read names of four largest
colonies
.
7. Tow this afternoon let us confine our attention to
these two important regions, Canada & Union of
South ^frica .and find out why they are valuable
to Great Britain.
8. rote ; (Remember we must prove they are valuable)
9. Come to this map and point out the British Isles.
10. How do you think British Isles compare in size with
Canada? Ans: Smaller.
I^ote : (Yes, much smaller)
(*
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11. Look carefully at the map again. Canada, this great
expanse of land, has only 8,000,000, while these
small British Isles have over 42,000,000 people. '.That
do these figures show of the population of Great
Britain?
An
6
: (Densely populated .
)
12. Prom your study, what do you know about industrial
progress of Gt. Britain compared to Canada?
An : (Greater
)
13. '.That are Great Britain's important manufactures?
An6 : (Iron and Steel, Cottons, Woolens, Linens)
14. Keeping in mind these three characteristics that:
-
(1) Gt. Britain is small
(2) " has aense population.
(3) " " is industrial country.
15. Do you think Gt. Britain can raise enough food to fur-
nish three meals a day to all her people?
Ans ; (To
)
16. Could she possibly in this small area raise enough raw
material to carry on her industries?
Ans : (i:o )
17. Then how does she get enough food to feed her people?
18. " " " " " raw materials to feed her
people?
Ans : (Imports)
19. Because Gt. Britain must import these things, how can
Canada help her?
rote : (We said Gt. Britain must get foodstuffs). Let
us prove Canada is a source of foodstuffs for Gt. Britain.
20. From your study, what foodstuffs does Canada raise and
export to the Mother Country? Ilame some.
Ans ; (1) Wheat flour ( continuation of our belt) (long d^is)
(from farms
)
(2) Flour
(3) Heat - Cattle in Rockies
(4) Fish - Western-salmon
Lake-trout
Eastern - like N.2. cod, herring,
haddock,mackerel -dried-cured (Halifax)
(5) Cheese - like N. Z. and Netherlands.
(6) Apples - St. Lawrence Valley, I'ova Scotia, 3ay
of Fundy.
21. This shows us that Canada is an important source of food -
stuffs.
£2. We said before that Great Britain must import raw material
Of these four manufactures named above which one does
Canada supply?
Ans ; 4Wool
)
23. (i;ote advertisement of English sweaters for Christmas)
24. Uow think of the great forest resources of Canada.
25. What other raw material does Canada send to Gt. Britain?
Ans: (Lumber) New Brunswick Spruce, St. Lawrence pine,
Douglas fir - wood pulp -(Lord I'orthclif fe )
.
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26. Just think: back to mines of Canada, Prom these what
does Canada supply?
x»ns : (minerals
)
Silver and cobalt -Eastern provinces - Ontario
Copper -Superior Region-Vancouver-3ri t. Columbia
Gold - Klondike
Lead - 3ritish Columbia
Sine -
Nickel - Ontario
Asbestos - Ontario (valaable for fire protection)
27. These imports are of great value to St. Britain, but that
is only half the story. After St. Britain manufactures
them, she must sell them. So how else is Canada import-
ant?
Ans ; (Market
)
28. Think back to your study of G-t. Britain and what do you
know G-t. Britain exports to Canada?
(1) Iron and Steel goods
(2) Coal - for manufacturing
ITote -Canada has coal in Ilova Scotia, in east-
ern Rockies, in Cape Breton Is. not near
St. Lawrence Valley where manufacturing
is carried on.
(3) Cottons
(4) V.'oolens
(5) Linens
(Come to map and read exports and imports )- (products
map
)
22. We have founa out that Canada is valuable for trade
(1) As a source of raw materials
(2) " " " " foodstuffs
(3) 3 " market
30. Perhaps you have heard the saying, "trade follows the
flag" - How many have? Gt. Britain for this reason has
tried for colonies all over the world. Having planted
their flag, trade is the first result.
31. Tow let us think of another way in which Canada is im-
portant. Remember Canada is a large, thinly-populated
country and Great Britain is a small, crowded country.
32. How has Canada made herself attractive to immigrants?
Ans
:
(Homes, no taxes.)
35. \7hy do Canada and Great Britain wish people to go to
Canada?
Ans ; Sturdy stock, build up Canada, relieve England,
markets the farmer needs, railroads make it attrac-
tive in ads.
I.ote; Trainloaa of passengers -contracts to Central
Canada.
34. In still another way Canada is important, How? Tot as
much as Great Britain's island possessions.
Ans {As a coaling station)
V/here? Halifax on east, Vancouver on west.
35. V7e have found out that Canada is valuable in times of
peace. 'Vhat of war?
Ans-. (Source of men and revenue)
acing brunt of war)Hote : (Princess Pat Regiment
(r
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36. One writer has said: "Canada is a Lady of the Snows and
not worth fighting for." Do you think Gt. Britain would
think so?
Ans : ( No )
37. Why not? Tell us one way we learned this afternoon in
which Canada is valuable to Great Britain?
Ans : (For foodstuffs arid raw materials)
38. Tell us all you can about the foodstuffs Canada furnishes
for Gt. Britain.
39. Another way in which Canada is important? Come to map and
read the products Canada buys from Gt. Britain.
40. Still another way?
tki.s ; (burnishes homes, serves as ports, helps in war)
41. Tow, everyone be ready and see who can sum up the entire
six ways in which Canada is valuable to Great Britain,
(without looking at the board)
42. We have been talking today about Canada as a colony. Let
us be sure we understand what that means.
43. 'That kind of a colony is Canada?
Ans ; (Self governing)
44. Yes, that is, Canada makes her own laws, taxes. Eas her
officials, flag etc.
45. Canada is a colony in name and foreign relations only,
but she is valuable and loyal to Great Britain
•
OTIOI OF SOUTH AFRICA
46. Bfow let us turn our attention to another self governing
colony in the eastern hemisphere, The Union of South Africa
,
and consider it from these same viewpoints.
47. From your readings can anyone tell us .vhen South Africa
first became important?
Ans : (In 1400 , s when. trade route to east was shut off
by Turks - Story of Portuguese, Dutch Boers, British -
controllers )
.
Hot
e
; Cape of Storms, Cape of Good Hope.
48. In your McLIurray & Parkins turn to page 451 -map of Africa.
49. What four states are included in this union?
Ans ; Cape of Go^>d Hope
Ilatal - "Bltthday"
Transvaal - northernmost
Orange Free State.
50. Close all books. Tow, you see what is meant by the "Union
of South Africa".
51. From your study what foodstuffs does Great Britain get
from here?
Ans : (1) Wheat and corn from Orange Free State; - "Granary
of South Africa."
(2) Dairy products from Transvaal.
(3) Coffee - tea from ratal (labor
,
moisture, soil,
sunshine. )
(4) Fruits
Why important? (Come when scarce and high in
Gt. 3ritain)(0ur Christmas is their
summer
)
52. Considering South Africa as a great grazing and mining
center, what raw materials come from here?
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Ans : (1) Wool- "Veldt" - plateaus
(2) Hides and skins - (shoes)
(5) Mohair -(angora goats) (furniture.autos , cars
)
(4) Feathers (laaies hats)
(5) Gold-Transvaal - rushes as in "1848"
(6) Diamonds - Kimberly -(Boer Bar 1900 -1908)
(interesting stories)
53. How let us consider the other half of the story. What
about South Africa as a market? What is imported into
South Africa?
Ans ; (1) Boots and shoes
(2 ) Cotton goods
(3) Iron and steel goods
(4) Woolens
(5) Machinery
54. Turning to the next point. What about S. Africa as a home?
i:o te - (Hot as much sought as Canada and Australia)
Kote - (White Man*s Africa - grazing and mining chances)
grazing on veldt.
55. Passing on to our next consideration. What about South
Africa as a port or coaling station? Is it as important
as it was fifty' years ago?
Ans ; (Uo . Why not? Ans ; (Cecil Rhodes's "Cape to Cairo
Railroad"
)
56. What about South Africa during war?
Ans : (Source of men and revenue.)
57. Now summarize the ways in which both colonies are important
to Great Britain.
58. We have seen value of Canada &nd South Africa to Great
Britain. Here is a chart of exports and imports of other
colonies.
59. What do the figures stanu for? Ans : (Millions of dollars. )
60. N orange lines ijtand for? .ans : (Zxports )
61. " " black " stana for? *jis : (Imports)
62. Read Great Britain's exports to Australia?
63. " " " imports from "
64. low if these colonies are s_o valuable
,
just imagine the
value of all her colonies to Great Britain.
IV, Summary
;
-
1 . Have individual children name ways in which Canada and
Union of South Africa are important to Gt. Britain.
2. Have one wide awake child summarize the entire six ways,
telling of value of each colony to Gt. Britain.
3. Use of chart - (mentioned above)
V. Pupil Activity :
IT Use of wall map
2. " " bock "
3. Interpretation of products map.
4. " of chart.
<
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TI References
;
in alphabetical order, according to author.
1. Allen - Africa
2. MoMurry & Parkins - Book II
3. Packard & Sinnott - nations as neighbors
4. Redway - Commercial Geography
5. Robinson - Building of the British Empire.
6. J. Russell Smith - Torth America
7. Commerce Year Book
8. Statesman Year Book
Evaluation of lesson 5 by 66 student teachers.
Possible total c 100 Median score given.
1. Place (The Classroom) ----- 15
2. Plan ( The Preparation) - - - - 25
3. Procedure and Participation- - - 25
4. Product (The Result)- - - - - -
__25
Total -90
-
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Part III. Summary,
A* Diagnostic phase .
As a result of supervision of geography teaching in
grades four to eight (inclusive) in three large aistricts,
the original list of twenty- five weaknesses of geography
teaching was compiled. The list was revised and reduced to
twenty by continued and intensive supervision. The list was
validated by submission to twenty-five instructors and re-
duced to ten outstanding weaknesses of geography teaching.
From the final results one may conclude that the following
represent ten weaknesses in geography teaching:
1. Teachers who do not build their geography teaching upon the
observation and experiences of their children.
2. Teachers who fail to base the motivation of geography on the
interests of their children.
3. Teachers who use the same technique of teaching for all phases
of geography.
4. Teachers who overemphasize the drill method in geography.
5. Teachers who consider the results of geography tests as the
important end in teaching.
6. Teachers who fail to realize the citizenship possibilities
in geography teaching.
7. Teachers who do not keep their geography vitally up to date
by correlating it with current events.
8. Teachers who fail to make provision, for individual differences
in the work of their pupils in geography.
9. Teachers who fail to understand the importance of visual educa-
tion in geography.
10. Teachers who fail to realize the possibilities of the appre-
ciation technique as applied to certain aspects of geography.
(c
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B. Remedial phase .
1. Conclusions from Study one.
In the experiment to find the fact precipitate result-
ing from the drill method and the motivated method of
teaching geography the conclusions are:-
At the close of the teaching period the class taught
by the fact method did better in the fact test in which
the words of the book were closely followed. This was
the only superiority shown - words of the book immediately
reproduced. When the wording was changed, the fact group
did not do so well. The fact group pupils were unable
to recognize and handle many of the same facts when pres-
ented from another point of view. The superiority of
the motivated group became more and more evident in the
repetition of the tests two weeks later and one month
later.
In the experiment to find the application precipitate
resulting from the two methods, the conclusions are:-
The class taught by the first method did not average
as high on application precipitate as did the class taught
by the motivated method. This was true even when they
were first tested at the close of the period of »vork.
Neither did it hold that applied knowledge for a two
weeks' period or one month period as did the class taught
by the motivated method.
The final conclusions of study one are>
The results of this experiment strengthen the hypothesis
that for facts alone in geography, a motivated method is
superior to a fact- textbook method, especially when
retention as well as immediate precipitate is considered.
In giving ability to apply facts, the motivated method is
superior immediately as .veil as in later tests.
2. Conclusions from study two :
From the critical study of geography problems, of which
three distributed illustrations are given and evaluated,
the conclusions from the critique used are that:-
The geography problems of greatest educational value
are those that start with the genuine interests of
children. Children may best be taught geography by start
ing with present interests and their own problems.
t
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3. Conclusions from study three
An analytical survey of the present geography tests
and scales reveals the following tendencies:
-
(1) ^oo great an emphasis on unrelated facts of
Ideational and physical geography.
(£) Lack of emphasis on present day problems of
economic and human phases of geography.
(3) Lack of harmony with the best curricula material.
(4) Lack of reinforcemei t of the problem technique
of teaching.
(5) Failure to present a review in the form of a
new view.
One may concluue that the results of present geography
tests do not represent the important aims in geography
teaching.
4 . Conclusions from study four .
In the fourth study of the preparation and evaluation
of geography lesson plans, it is evident that the educa-
tional value of the plan, as a basis of an actual teaching
lesson, increased in proportion as the plan was motivated
by an appeal to genuine child-interest and as the teach-
ing approach was based on the experiences of the children.
In proportion as the plans avoided the significant
weaknesses listed in the diagnostic survey(p. 10 ), in
that same increasing proportion did the plans measure up
to the criteria of Part II (The Preparation) as set forth
in Lliss Llellyn's "Fourteen Point Plan For the Improvement
Of Teaching Technique." It would seem that the study of
the improvement of the lesson plans presented a
possibility for improvement of teaching technique, which
is the purpose of supervision.
i
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